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How to play Hanabi

2-5 Players

Cards:
I rank (1,2,3,4,5)
I color (B,R,W,G,Y)

Build fireworks

Can’t see your own cards!
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How to play Hanabi

One option per turn:
I Give a hint
I Discard a card
I Play a card

Game ends if:
deck empty, 3 lives lost, perfect score
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My project

1. Describe multiple DRL algorithms thoroughly

2. Program and analyze a working DRL algorithm

3. Analyze game-theoretical properties of Hanabi
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My project

1. Describe multiple DRL algorithms thoroughly
I Actor-Critic
I DQN

wt+1 = wt + α · δt · ∇wtV(τt)
θt+1 = θt + β · δt · ∇θt log π(at|τt)

Notice: action-observation history τ , instead of state s.
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My project

2. Program a working DRL algorithm
I Hanabi Learning Environment
I Linux dual boot
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My project

3. Analyze game-theoretical properties of Hanabi

I # states > # deck configurations = 50!
(3!)5(2!)15 ≈ 1056

I small fraction of games is not playable to 25 points

I maximum game length: 89 turns
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Frontier for AI

I Multi-agent reinforcement learning

I Cooperative instead of adversarial

I Partially observable

I Hopefully: understand intentions
and beliefs of others (humans)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0004370219300116
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Frontier for AI

State of the art:

Self-play 2P 3P 4P 5P
Agent type deep RL rule based rule based rule based
Average score 24.6 24.8 24.96 24.94

Ad-hoc scores are difficult to measure precisely (10 ~ 15)
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Frontier for AI

Research group at NYU made diverse
range of rule-based bots

Two dimensions:
risk aversion and communicativeness

Optimal:
I don’t take much risk (0.8)
I don’t talk too much (0.5)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.03840
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Frontier for AI

Facebook AI Research developed agents
called B.A.D. and S.A.D.

Keeps track of beliefs and updates themwith
Bayes’ theorem.

Trick during training phase:
I tell the move you actually wanted to do,
I then explore

https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.02288

